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President’s Commission on the Status of Women 
STUDENT SPOTLIGHT  

NOMINATION FORM 
 

 
The President’s Commission on the Status of Women (PCSW) invites faculty, staff, and students to nominate an 
outstanding Mansfield University female student (undergraduate or graduate) to be celebrated in our Student Spotlight.  
We are looking to feature female students who 1) promote women’s issues, 2) represent academic excellence, and 3) 
demonstrate service and leadership to the university (campus organizations, committees, athletics, etc.).  Please 
nominate your outstanding female student by completing the form below and submitting it to Dr. Gretchen Sechrist, 
PCSW Chair (gsechris@mansfield.edu).  New Student Spotlights will be featured on the PCSW website each month.  
              
____________________________________________  ____________________________________________ 
Name of Nominee       Major 
 
____________________________________________ 
E-mail 
 
 
____________________________________________  ____________________________________________ 
Name of Nominator      Position/Title 
 
____________________________________________  ____________________________________________ 
Telephone                                                                   E-mail 
 
PLEASE EXPLAIN YOUR REASON(S) FOR NOMINATING THIS FEMALE STUDENT:  When explaining the reason(s) 
please address the criteria noted above.  PCSW will evaluate the candidates based on the criteria noted above using this 
nomination form.  
 
 


	Name of Nominee: Sarah Mickey
	Major: Sociology/Anthropology
	Email Address: mickeysa19@mounties.mansfield.edu
	Name of Nominator: Jan Purk
	PositionTitle: Associate Professor
	Telephone: 4486
	Email: jpurk@mansfield.edu 
	Nomination Details: Sarah project of soc 3308 was a survey of 20 men and 20 women from MU. Her questionnaire asked the current students understand and conceptualize of a Feminist.  Sarah completed her research successfully to better understand the issue. She submit her work to Eastern Sociology Society meetings and was able to present her research in poster form. She truly has promoted women's issues on the MU campus, she has academic excellence in the form of her work and presentation as well as in the she interacted with those at the conference who viewed her poster. She also has demonstrated leadership and service to Mu through this project and through her work with the sociology/anthropology club. Attached is the abstract of the work she presented.Rediscovering Feminists Perspectives:A Detailed Analysis of the Past and Present Issues of FeminismAbstract In history, the feminist movement has been criticized for being a radical undertaking. Today, these criticisms are still encompassing the movement, thereby hindering its progress. Throughout history and still embraced in today’s society are common misconceptions about the perspectives and missions of feminist activists. These misconceptions embody negative stigmas that are attached to being, or identifying oneself as a feminist. This hinders many of the population from labeling themselves as or advocating for feminism and in turn has made the movement stagnant in today’s society. To examine these affairs, I created a quantitative study of women’s issues regarding feminist missions within the movement. I constructed a survey and evaluated fifty students’ perceptions of the topic at a small, rural, North Eastern University campus. What I discovered was that the majority of students advocated for feminist concerns, yet today’s students are inclined to separate themselves from the label of being a feminist. I concluded from the research that negative stigmas and stereotypes that have been commonly associated with feministic beliefs have distorted the view of what embraces the realistic feminist missions and perspectives. Due to this, fewer people identify themselves as a feminist which therefore reduces the support for the movement. This may become a source of concern for the continuing progress of women’s issues in today’s society.  
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